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ABSTRACT

This study evaluates the performances of seven single-column models (SCMs) by comparing simulated cloud fraction with observations at the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program (ARM) Southern Great Plains (SGP) site from January 1999 to December 2001. Compared with the 3-yr mean observational cloud fraction, the ECMWF SCM underestimates cloud fraction at all levels and the GISS SCM underestimates cloud fraction at levels below 200 hPa. The two GFDL SCMs underestimate lower-to-middle level cloud fraction but overestimate upper-level cloud fraction. The three Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) SCMs overestimate upper-level cloud fraction and produce lower-level cloud fraction similar to the observations but as a result of compensating overproduction of convective cloud fraction and underproduction of stratiform cloud fraction. Besides, the CAM3 and CAM5 SCMs both overestimate midlevel cloud fraction, whereas the CAM4 SCM underestimates. The frequency and partitioning analyses show a large discrepancy among the seven SCMs: Contributions of nonstratiform processes to cloud fraction production are mainly in upper-level cloudy events over the cloud cover range 10%–80% in SCMs with prognostic cloud fraction schemes and in lower-level cloudy events over the cloud cover range 15%–50% in SCMs with diagnostic cloud fraction schemes. Further analysis reveals different relationships between cloud fraction and relative humidity (RH) in the models and observations. The underestimation of lower-level cloud fraction in most SCMs is mainly due to the larger threshold RH used in models. The overestimation of upper-level cloud fraction in the three CAM SCMs and two GFDL SCMs is primarily due to the overestimation of RH and larger mean cloud fraction of cloudy events plus more occurrences of RH around 40%–80%, respectively.

1. Introduction

Clouds are a major source of uncertainty in future climate change projections (e.g., Cess et al. 1996; Solomon et al. 2007; Boucher et al. 2014). This motivates the quantitative evaluations of clouds in climate models against in situ and remote sensing observational data. A key question is how to use the increasingly available observational data to efficiently evaluate the performance of climate models in representing clouds. Testing the treatment of cloud-related physical processes in full general circulation models (GCMs) is both scientifically and computationally demanding. An alternative approach is the use of single-column models (SCMs): namely, modeling the atmosphere in a single column of climate models (Randall et al. 1996).

With the collective effects of the surrounding grid columns being constrained by observations, the SCM-based approach has proven to be a powerful tool for
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evaluating parameterizations of subgrid-scale processes (i.e., Neggers et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2013) and has been adopted by several major scientific programs, including the Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX) Cloud System Study (GEWEX Cloud System Science Team 1993) and the U.S. Department of Energy’s Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program (ARM; Stokes and Schwartz 1994; Ackerman and Stokes 2003) and Atmospheric System Research (ASR) program. ARM/ASR has organized a series of SCM intercomparison studies using observations at the ARM sites. Most of these studies are focused on specific cases over a week- or month-long periods (e.g., Ghan et al. 2009; Morrison et al. 2009; Davies et al. 2013). However, to make a statistically meaningful comparison and evaluation of model performance, longer SCM simulations are desirable. To carry out long-term SCM simulations, one must obtain the reliable long-term large-scale advective tendency (forcing) data. ARM has constructed the multiyear continuous large-scale forcing data over the ARM Southern Great Plains (SGP) site, using an objective variational analysis method and constrained by the surface and top-of-the-atmosphere observations (Xie et al. 2004). Forced with these continuous forcing data, several-year-long SCM simulations of the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) model at the ARM SGP site have been used to analyze cloud feedbacks by Del Genio et al. (2005) and to evaluate the model performance on cloud simulations by Kennedy et al. (2010). Using these observationally constrained continuous large-scale forcing data, we have carried out 3-yr (1999–2001) simulations of seven GCMs participating in the Fast-Physics System Testbed and Research (FASTER) project at the ARM SGP site, with the aid of the FASTER SCM testbed. Detailed information on the FASTER project and the testbed can be found online (at http://www.bnl.gov/faster/). In our previous study (Song et al. 2013), evaluation of precipitation in the 3-yr SCM simulations using the ARM observations shows that, although the seven SCMs can produce the observed precipitation reasonably well, they differ tremendously in details and suffer from compensating errors between precipitation intensity and frequency. The different SCM performances and associations with large-scale forcing and thermodynamic factors shed useful insights on convection parameterizations and future development. To further expose the parameterization deficiencies, this paper focuses on evaluation of cloud fraction.

Accurate simulation of the vertical structure of cloud fraction in a model is critical to understand cloud feedback processes. The vertical distribution of clouds may affect the vertical heating profiles through radiative and latent heating processes and thus influence the atmospheric stratification and general circulation (e.g., Stephens et al. 2002). Qian et al. (2012) evaluated the cloud fraction simulated in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) GCMs at three ARM sites, demonstrating the significant differences in the model performances of cloud simulation at different vertical levels and different sites. Kennedy et al. (2010) showed that the simulated clouds at different levels in the GISS SCM are differently biased from the surface and satellite observations and also revealed the different dependences of the modeled high and low clouds on the large-scale synoptic patterns and variables.

This study evaluates some key features (vertical profiles, amounts, and frequencies) of cloud fraction simulated by seven SCMs against the ARM observations at the SGP site. We first examine the seasonal and diurnal variations of cloud fraction and illustrate the striking differences in the vertical structures of cloud fraction between the SCMs and observations and among the SCMs. We then analyze the possible factors that could contribute to these differences through partitioning the nonstratiform and stratiform cloudy events in the seven SCMs. Last, we investigate the possible influences of relative humidity on the model biases of cloud fraction in connection with model parameterizations. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the models and data used in this study. The main results are presented in sections 3–6. Section 7 summarizes the major conclusions.

2. Model description and evaluation data

a. Participating models

Three main U.S. GCMs [the Community Atmosphere Model (CAM), the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) Atmospheric Model (AM), and the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) Model E2] and one European GCM [the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Integrated Forecast System (IFS)] participate in the FASTER project. To further enhance the diagnosis of parameterizations and track the model improvement, the CAM and GFDL AM also include multiple versions (CAM3, CAM4, and CAM5; AM2 and AM3). Note that the GFDL AM3 used here is not the full version of GFDL AM3 (Donner et al. 2011). Here, the major change of the AM3 from the AM2 is the convection scheme. The AM2 uses the relaxed Arakawa–Shubert scheme (Moorthi and Suarez 1992) for both deep and shallow convections while the AM3 uses the Donner
cumulus scheme (Donner et al. 2001, 2011) for deep convection and University of Washington (UW) scheme (Bretherton et al. 2004) for shallow convection. Table 1 summaries the seven GCMs used in the intercomparison study, including the number of vertical layers, time steps, cloudiness parameterization schemes, and key corresponding references.

The models determine cloud fraction in various ways. The ECMWF IFS, GFDL AM2, and GFDL AM3 use prognostic cloud fraction schemes based on Tiedtke (1993) with different modifications. Major modifications in the ECMWF IFS involve the treatments of ice fallout (Gregory et al. 2000) and ice supersaturation (Tompkins et al. 2007), whereas the GFDL AMs involve the treatment of supersaturated conditions in grid cells and the erosion constant (Anderson et al. 2004). The production of cloud fraction is determined by advection terms, source terms from convection and stratiform condensation processes, and the sink term from evaporation. The GISS Model E2 and three CAMs use different diagnostic cloud fraction schemes. The diagnostic schemes partition cloud fraction into two types of clouds: convective and stratiform. In the GISS Model E2, the convective cloud fraction is determined by updraft mass flux and convective updraft speed, and the stratiform cloud fraction is a joint function of convective stability and relative humidity (RH) with a threshold RH, which varies with the environmental state (Naud et al. 2010). In the three CAMs, the convective cloud fraction is determined by updraft mass flux (Xu and Krueger 1991), and the stratiform cloud fraction is determined by RH with a threshold RH, which varies with atmospheric pressure. The stratiform cloud fraction is only above zero when RH exceeds the threshold RH. The CAM3 and CAM4 additionally diagnose the low-level marine stratus using an empirical relationship between cloud fraction and the lower-tropospheric stability, which is defined as the difference in potential temperature between the surface and 700 hPa (Klein and Hartmann 1993). In the CAM5, ice cloud fraction is diagnosed separately from liquid cloud fraction (Gettelman et al. 2010). Total cloud fraction is the sum of stratiform cloud fraction and convective cloud fraction in the GISS Model E2 and CAM5, while it is the maximum of stratiform cloud fraction and convective cloud fraction in the CAM3 and CAM4. The major difference between cloud fraction schemes in the CAM3 and CAM4 is that the CAM4 employs a modification to stratiform cloud fraction by reducing the diagnosed low cloud fraction if grid mean water vapor is less than a threshold (Vavrus and Waliser 2008). This modification vastly reduces the frequency of “empty clouds” seen in the CAM3, where cloud condensate was zero and yet cloud fraction was nonzero because of an inconsistency between microphysical and macrophysical schemes. Details of these cloud fraction schemes can be found in the references given in Table 1.

To drive the SCM simulation, both the large-scale horizontal and vertical advective tendency, along with surface heat fluxes, are prescribed using the ARM variational analysis product (Xie et al. 2004), which is generated by constraining the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Rapid Update Cycle, version 2 (RUC-2) analyses with ARM surface and top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA) satellite measurements. This RUC-based continuous forcing dataset has the advantage of being available for driving SCMs over long periods, with a quality often comparable to that from intensive observing periods (IOPs) (Xie et al. 2004; Del Genio et al. 2005; Kennedy et al. 2010).

For the 3-yr simulations from January 1999 to December 2001, all seven SCMs are reinitialized at the beginning of each month and integrated for the whole month. The relaxation of temperature and specific humidity is employed at each time step to keep modeled temperature and moisture from drifting in the long-term integration (Randall and Cripe 1999; Henderson and Pincus 2009). The SCM outputs are averaged over 1 h and vertically interpolated to 20 pressure vertical levels (50–1000 hPa with an interval of 50 hPa). Detailed information about the model configuration and setup can be found in Song et al. (2013).

b. Evaluation data

The evaluation dataset used in this study is the active remotely sensed cloud layers (ARSCL) cloud fraction provided by the ARM Best Estimate (ARMBE) products (Xie et al. 2010). The ARMBE data products aim to transforming detailed ARM observations into a form that can be easily used by the climate modeling community for model evaluation and development. The ARMBE ARSCL cloud fraction is based on the ARSCL cloud boundary information and derived from the ARSCL cloud information. The ARSCL product provides estimates of total amount and vertical locations of clouds (Clothiaux et al. 1999, 2000). The high vertical resolution of the ARSCL cloud fraction is particularly valuable in identification of model deficiencies. Note that the ARSCL cloud fraction, derived from upward-looking narrow view radar–lidar pair of measurements, actually represents the frequency of cloud occurrence within a specified sampling time period rather than fractional cloud area coverage as defined in models. However, previous studies (e.g., Dong et al. 2006; Xie et al. 2010; Kennedy et al. 2010; Qian et al. 2012) have found that the long-term averaged ARSCL cloud
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Time step (min)</th>
<th>Cloud fraction scheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECMWF IFS</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Prognostic (Tiedtke 1993; Gregory et al. 2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\frac{\partial a}{\partial t} = A(a) + S(a)<em>{\text{conv}} + S(a)</em>{\text{strat}} - E(a)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a$: cloud fraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$A(a)$: advection transport of cloud fraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$S(a)_{\text{conv}}$: formation of cloud by convective processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$S(a)_{\text{strat}}$: formation of cloud by large-scale (stratiform) condensation processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$E(a)$: destruction of cloud by evaporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL AM2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Prognostic (Tiedtke 1993; Anderson et al. 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a = \min(a_c + a_r, 1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_c = f(M_{\mu}, w_u)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_r = f(RH, s_c)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_c$: convective cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_r$: stratiform (layered) cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$M_{\mu}$: mass flux of convective updrafts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$w_u$: convective updraft speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_c$: low-level marine stratus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL AM3*</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Prognostic (Tiedtke 1993; Anderson et al. 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a = \min(a_c + a_r, 1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_c = f(M_{\mu})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS Model E2**</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Diagnostic (Del Genio et al. 1996; Schmidt et al. 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a = \max(a_c, a_r, a_m)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_c = f(M_{\mu})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_r = f(RH)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_m = f(LTS)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$M_{\mu}$: mass flux of convective updrafts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$w_u$: convective updraft speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_c$: convective cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_r$: stratiform (layered) cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_m$: low-level marine stratus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$M_{\mu}$: mass flux of convective updrafts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$w_u$: convective updraft speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_c$: low-level marine stratus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$M_{\mu}$: mass flux of convective updrafts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAM3</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Diagnostic (Slingo 1987; Rasch and Kristjansson 1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a = \max(a_c, a_r, a_m)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_c = f(M_{\mu})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_r = f(RH)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_m = f(LTS)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$M_{\mu}$: mass flux of convective updrafts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$w_u$: convective updraft speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_c$: convective cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_r$: stratiform (layered) cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_m$: low-level marine stratus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAM4</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Diagnostic (Slingo 1987; Vavrus and Waliser 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a = \max(a_c, a_r, a_m)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_c = f(M_{\mu})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_r = f(RH)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_m = f(LTS)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$M_{\mu}$: mass flux of convective updrafts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$w_u$: convective updraft speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_c$: convective cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_r$: stratiform (layered) cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_m$: low-level marine stratus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAM5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Diagnostic (S. Park et al. 2010, unpublished manuscript; Gettelman et al. 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a = \min(a_c + a_r, 1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_c = f(M_{\mu})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_r = f(RH)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The single-column version of AM3 differs from the GCM described in Donner et al. (2011) by using a specified droplet concentration of $300 \text{ cm}^{-3}$ instead of interactive aerosols and chemistry.

** The single-column version of GISS Model E2 in this study uses a one-moment cloud microphysics scheme, while the full GISS Model E2 uses a two-moment microphysics scheme.
occurrence can represent large areal cloud fraction observations, which provides confidence for using the ARSCL multiyear cloud fraction to statistically evaluate the simulated cloud fraction.

The ARSCL products also provide vertical profiles of RH measured by balloon-borne soundings up to four times daily at the ARM SGP Central Facility. The sounding RH data have a known dry bias (Turner et al. 2003), but the ARSCL uses the Microwave Radiometer-Scaled Sonde Profiles (LSSONDE) value-added product (VAP) to remove this bias (Turner et al. 1998; Xie et al. 2010). However, the sounding RH data are very sparse in the years 1999–2001. There are only about 2400 h (about 300 h at levels below 950 hPa and above 150 hPa) with valid sounding RH, much less than the 25,000 h of valid ARSCL cloud fraction and RUC-based RH in the continuous forcing dataset (Xie et al. 2004). Large differences between the RUC-based RH and sounding RH are shown to be mainly above 200-hPa level (Kennedy et al. 2011), where most sounding RH values are concentrated at low RH ranges (RH < 5%) (Figs. S1 and S2 in the supplementary material). Minnis et al. (2005) revealed that the large differences between sounding RH and RUC-based RH at high levels mainly occur in clear and cloud-free conditions. In our simulations, we use the RUC-based temperature and specific humidity from the continuous forcing dataset to derive the relaxation terms for temperature and specific humidity at each time step. Considering all these factors, the RUC-based RH from the continuous large-scale forcing dataset is used to evaluate modeled RH as well.

The surface precipitation observational data used in our analysis are the hourly Arkansas-Red Basin River Forecast Center (ABRFC) 4-km rain gauge adjusted Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) measurements averaged over the variational analysis domain (Xie et al. 2004).

3. Seasonal, diurnal, and vertical variations of cloud fraction

The 3-yr average seasonal variations of cloud fraction profile in the observations and seven SCMs are shown in Fig. 1. The seasonal variations of the observed cloud fraction exhibit a bimodal vertical distribution with a higher peak at 400–200 hPa from January to July and a lower peak around 850 hPa from March to June. The largest cloud fraction occurs from winter to spring, when baroclinic wave activities are common over the SGP site. The minimum cloud fraction occurs during summer. The three SCMs with prognostic cloud fraction schemes (ECMWF IFS, GFDL AM2, and GFDL AM3) well produce the seasonal variation pattern in the observations (shading in Figs. 1b–d). For the other four SCMs with diagnostic cloud fraction schemes, the GISS SCM captures the observed cloud fraction peaks in the cold season (November–April) and cloud fraction minima in the warm season (May–October), but all three CAM SCMs have difficulty in capturing the observed seasonal phases and generally have a weak seasonal contrast especially at lower levels (shading in Figs. 1e–h).

Contours in Fig. 1 show the seasonal variations of cloud fraction differences between the seven SCMs and observations. Compared with the observations, the ECMWF SCM underestimates almost all clouds throughout the year. The two GFDL SCMs underestimate low-level clouds and overestimate high-level clouds in all months. The GISS SCM underestimates clouds at most levels in each month and mildly overestimates upper-level clouds above 300 hPa from October to April and lower-level clouds between 600 and 800 hPa in July and August. For the three versions of CAM SCMs (SCAMs: SCAM3, SCAM4, and SCAM5), there are some similarities and differences. The SCAM4 has a similar bias pattern as the SCAM3 but with smaller biases from May to November, except for clouds around 200 hPa and clouds below 800 hPa from April to July. The SCAM3 and SCAM5 strongly overestimate upper-level cloud fraction between 350 and 200 hPa, especially around May. Besides, the SCAM5 has more near-surface low-level clouds than the observations and other SCMs. One noteworthy point is that, different from all the other SCMs, all three CAMs mildly overestimate lower-level cloud fraction during the warm season. This feature is most likely a result of a daytime bias in lower-level clouds in this season (not shown). Here, daytime is defined as solar insolation at TOA being larger than 0.01 W m\(^{-2}\) (otherwise nighttime).

The striking phenomenon that only the three SCAMs overestimate lower-level cloud fraction during warm season deserves further inspection. Clouds in the three SCAMs are composed of two types: convective and stratiform, which are separately diagnosed and outputted at each integration time step. Figure 2 shows the differences in monthly-mean daytime cloud fractions between the convective clouds in the SCAMs and the total clouds in the observations and that between the stratiform clouds in the SCAMs and the total observed. It is striking that the convective cloud fractions from the SCAMs alone are already much larger than the observed total cloud fraction in most months and at most levels, whereas the stratiform clouds alone would have caused the underestimation of lower-level cloud fraction (except below 850 hPa for the SCAM5) and the overestimation of high-level cloud fraction in most months in the three SCAMs. These results imply that the overestimation of warm-season lower-level clouds in the three SCAMs is mainly
due to too many convective clouds that are diagnosed from the convective mass flux. The excessive convective cloud fraction in SCAMs is mainly due to their overactive convection, which is easily triggered during the daytime (Xie et al. 2002). It is also noteworthy that, during the three years, events with nonzero convective cloud fraction mainly occur during warm-season daytime at lower-to-middle levels (Fig. 2, bottom), which leads to the negligible

Fig. 1. Seasonal variations of 3-yr monthly-mean cloud fraction in the (a) ARM observations and (b)–(h) seven SCMs (shading) and model–observation differences in seasonal variations (contours). The contour interval is 4%.
contribution of convective cloud fraction to the model biases in upper-level total cloud fraction.

Figure 3 demonstrates the diurnal variations of the warm-season (May–October) cloud fraction in the observations and the seven SCMs. The observations show clear diurnal variations in the warm season, with a primary peak of cloud fraction around 250 hPa during the nighttime and a second peak during the morning at low levels. Only the GFDL SCMs produce a diurnal variation close to the observations in terms of the diurnal phase. The ECMWF SCM captures the observed diurnal phase at levels below 500 hPa but produces the wrong diurnal phase at high levels. The GISS SCM produces a similar diurnal phase as the observations at the upper levels above 400 hPa, but the peak at the lower levels is shifted to earlier hours in the night. The diurnal phases in the three SCAMs differ much more from the observations. The diurnal phases are just the opposite at the low levels compared to the observations, while at upper levels the peak cloud coverage occurs much earlier in the afternoon. In the cold season (November–April), the diurnal variations of cloud fraction in the observations and the seven SCMs all show weak diurnal variations (not shown).

The above analyses demonstrate that the model–observation differences in cloud fraction are so persistent that the signs of the biases mostly last throughout the year and across the hours of the day, with the exception that the convection-induced lower-to-middle level positive biases in the SCAMs stand out during the daytime of the
warm season. Figure 4 shows the vertical profiles of 3-yr mean cloud fraction in the observations and SCMs. As expected from what are shown previously, the ECMWF SCM significantly underestimates all clouds. The GISS SCM underestimates all clouds below 200 hPa. The two GFDL SCMs overestimate upper-level clouds and underestimate lower-to-middle level clouds. The three SCAMs overestimate upper-level clouds but have...
a lower-level (800–600 hPa) cloud fraction similar to the observations. However, a further inspection reveals that the apparent agreement between the three SCAMs and observations stems from the compensating overproduction of convective cloud fraction during the daytime of the warm season and a general underproduction of stratiform cloud fraction. The SCAM3 and SCAM5 both overestimate midlevel cloud fraction while the SCAM4 underestimates. Besides, the SCAM5 has more near-surface low-level clouds than the observations and other SCMs. In short, compared with the observations, most SCMs overestimate upper-level cloud fraction and underestimate lower-level cloud fraction but still with some differences in details. Note that here we loosely define clouds above 350 hPa as the upper-level clouds and clouds below 600 hPa as lower-level clouds to more concisely characterize the discrepancies between the observation and simulated cloud fraction from all the seven SCMs. This partition is different from the conventional definition (e.g., Hahn et al. 2001).

One source of errors in the cloud radar observations is the attenuation during heavy precipitation events; the radar tends to underestimate upper-level clouds when precipitation is strong and the cloud is deep (Wu et al. 2009; Lin et al. 2012). To minimize the possible influence of precipitation on the accuracy of the ARSCl cloud fraction and thus the evaluation of modeled cloud fraction against the observations, we excluded events with observed surface precipitation rate larger than 40 mm day$^{-1}$ in the following analyses. The model–observation cloud fraction differences appear to have little dependence on the observed precipitation rate when the observed precipitation rate is smaller than 40 mm day$^{-1}$ (Fig. S3 in the supplementary material). The total occurrence frequency of heavy precipitation events (Pr $> 40$ mm day$^{-1}$) is only 1.4% in the years from 1999 to 2001, and the vertical profiles of 3-yr mean cloud fraction in the observations and the seven SCMs after the exclusion of observed heavy precipitation events are nearly identical to those in Fig. 4. In the following sections, we investigate why the seven SCMs have such striking biases in cloud fraction at different levels.

4. Partitioning analysis of cloud fraction

The preceding analysis shows that there are not only significant differences between the SCMs and observations but also substantial intermodel discrepancies in the simulated cloud fraction. The intermodel differences can be due to their different stratiform and convective cloud parameterizations. To identify the specific sources, this section aims to partition the influences of these two main types on the modeled cloud fraction.

In the diagnostic cloud fraction schemes of the GISS Model E2 and three CAMs, the convective cloud fraction and stratiform cloud fraction are calculated separately. The convective cloud fraction is related to updraft mass fluxes in the deep and shallow cumulus schemes and the stratiform cloud fraction is a function of RH and the threshold RH. In the prognostic cloud fraction schemes of the ECMWF and two GFDL GCMs, the convection source term is proportional to the mass detrainment of cumulus updrafts. The source term of the stratiform process is a function of RH and only produces cloud fraction when RH exceeds a threshold RH. The evaporation term is also a function of RH. The stratiform source term and evaporation sink term can be considered together as the RH-related terms. Different from the GISS and CAM models, the ECMWF and GFDL models do not explicitly provide the contributions of stratiform source and convective source to total cloud production. For consistency, a procedure commonly applicable to all the models is proposed and described below that partitions cloud fraction into the stratiform and nonstratiform (primarily convective) cloud sources.

Because the detrainment rate and mass flux of deep/shallow cumulus updrafts are not standard outputs of most GCMs and were not saved for this study, we use convective precipitation rate to indirectly represent convection-related processes and define convective events as the events whereby the modeled convective precipitation rate is larger than 0.1 mm day$^{-1}$. To further
exclude the events with stratiform cloud production in models during convective precipitation processes, we also add an additional constraint of \( \text{RH} < 80\% \) based on the fact that thresholds of RH in the stratiform source term in both prognostic and diagnostic schemes are normally around 80\% (from 60\% to 90\%) in most models. Note that the variable threshold RH in the GISS model is about 60\% on average; the analyses using RH <80\% or <60\% do not show any significant difference for the GISS SCM.

For the ECMWF and GFDL SCMs using the prognostic cloud fraction scheme, cloud fraction is locally produced by the competition of the large-scale vertical transport of cloud fraction, convection and/or large-scale condensation processes, and evaporation, since the continuous large-scale forcing data (Xie et al. 2004) do not provide any large-scale hydrometeor advection. Without horizontal advection of cloud fraction, clouds cannot be removed from or added into the grid box by surrounding dynamical fluxes. As a result, cloud fraction in the next time step will keep on accumulating the model bias at the previous time steps if there is no strong source or sink of cloud fraction (hence small time tendency of cloud fraction). Under such conditions, the model cloud bias is not necessarily a flawed response of model physics to the large-scale environment. To illustrate the influence of accumulated model bias in cloud fraction on the following time step with weak time tendency of cloud fraction, we also pick out the events that have a small absolute value of modeled cloud fraction tendency (much smaller than the cloud fraction bias at the previous time step), convective precipitation rate smaller than 0.1 mm day\(^{-1}\), and RH smaller than 80\%. These events are neither purely convection nor purely stratiform sources, and are included in the type of nonstratiform-source events.

By use of the above partition procedure, modeled cloudy events are separated into two types: nonstratiform-source events (with convection sources or small time tendency of cloud fraction for the ECMWF and two GFDL SCMs) and stratiform-source events. The detailed criteria for the partitioning analysis are listed in Table 2. It should be emphasized that this partitioning method is tailored only for modeled cloud fraction. In the real atmosphere the convective detrainment can produce stratiform anvils, whereas in models these anvils may be calculated from RH (when RH exceeds a threshold), instead of by the convective scheme (e.g., in SCAMs). Therefore, here we assume these anvil clouds in models to be produced by the stratiform sources rather than the convective sources (e.g., when convective precipitation occurs and RH > 80\%).

The 3-yr mean cloud fraction at each level can be partitioned into the mean cloud fractions of the events with nonstratiform sources and of the events with stratiform sources, respectively,

\[
\text{CF} = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{N_{\text{tot}}} \text{CF}_i}{N_{\text{tot}}} = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{N_1} \text{CF}_i | E_1}{N_{\text{tot}}} + \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{N_2} \text{CF}_i | E_2}{N_{\text{tot}}} + \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{N_3} \text{CF}_i | E_3}{N_{\text{tot}}} = \text{CF}_{\text{non-strat}} + \text{CF}_{\text{strat}} + \text{CF}_{\text{both}},
\]

where CF stands for cloud fraction at any vertical level; \( N_{\text{tot}} = 25\,852 \), which is the total number of time points in the 3-yr hourly data; \( E_1 \) represents nonstratiform-source events; \( N_1 \) is total number of time points with nonstratiform-source events; \( E_2 \) represents stratiform-source events; \( N_2 \) is total number of time points with stratiform-source events; \( E_3 \) represents events with comparable nonstratiform source and stratiform source; \( N_3 \) is total number of time points with such events; \( N_{\text{tot}} = N_1 + N_2 + N_3 \); \( \text{CF} \) represents the 3-yr mean cloud fraction averaged for all events; \( \text{CF}_{\text{non-strat}} \) represents the contribution of the nonstratiform-source events to the 3-yr mean cloud fraction; \( \text{CF}_{\text{strat}} \) represents the contribution of the stratiform-source events; and \( \text{CF}_{\text{both}} \) represents the contribution of the events with comparable nonstratiform source and stratiform source. Note that, in the following analyses, we have not separately considered the events with comparable nonstratiform source and stratiform source because the contributions of these events are very small in all SCMs. Instead we include these events in the stratiform-source events.

The vertical profiles of 3-yr mean cloud fractions for nonstratiform-source events and stratiform-source events are illustrated in Fig. 5. It is seen that the contribution of the nonstratiform-source events to the 3-yr mean cloud fraction (Fig. 4) is mainly above the 600-hPa level in the ECMWF and two GFDL SCMs and below the 400-hPa level in three SCAMs. In the GISS SCM, the mean cloud fraction of nonstratiform-source events is negligible and less than 1\% at all levels. Comparing Fig. 5 with Fig. 4, the overestimation of upper-level cloud fraction in the three SCAMs can be clearly traced to the stratiform source, while the overestimation of upper-level clouds in the GFDL SCMs may be due to both stratiform and
nonstratiform sources. Similarly, the underestimation of lower-level cloud fraction in the ECMWF SCM, two GFDL SCMs, and GISS SCM may be due to lack of cloud production by either or both the stratiform and non-stratiform sources. Furthermore, the contribution of stratiform-source events is much larger than that of nonstratiform-source events at all levels in the troposphere (below 200 hPa) in all seven SCMs, indicating the importance of stratiform (RH dependent) processes in producing cloud fraction during the three years (Fig. 4).

5. Frequency distribution of cloud fraction in the seven SCMs

Next we investigate the model performances over different cloud amount regimes. First we sort all the 3-yr hourly cloud fraction data (total sample number is 25 852) by their amounts (from 0% to 100%) at each vertical level, and then we calculate the occurrence frequencies of cloud fraction at the specified ranges (each bin is 5%). Here, frequency is the ratio of the number of events within each specified cloud fraction range to the total sample number. Figure 6 shows the frequency distributions of cloud fraction over the cloud fraction ranges from 0% to 100% at different vertical levels in the seven SCMs. The most frequent events occur with cloud fraction smaller than 10% at all levels in all SCMs. Over the cloud fraction range from 10% to 100%, the frequency distributions are quite different between the models with prognostic cloud fraction schemes and those with diagnostic cloud fraction schemes. Compared with the other SCMs, the ECMWF SCM has much fewer occurrences of events with cloud

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Nonstratiform-source events at each time step $t$ and vertical level $p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECMWF IFS</td>
<td>$P_{\text{conv}}(t) &gt; 0.1 \text{ mm day}^{-1}$ and $\text{RH}(t, p) &lt; 80%$; or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL AM2</td>
<td>$\left[</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL AM3</td>
<td>$\left.\left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS Model E2</td>
<td>$P_{\text{conv}}(t) &gt; 0.1 \text{ mm day}^{-1}$ and $\text{RH}(t, p) &lt; 80%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAM3</td>
<td>$\text{CAM4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAM5</td>
<td>$\text{CAM5}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. (a) Vertical profiles of 3-yr mean cloud fraction in the seven SCMs for nonstratiform-source events. (b) Vertical profiles of 3-yr mean cloud fraction in the ARM observations for all events and in the seven SCMs for stratiform-source events. Events with observed surface precipitation rate larger than 40 mm day$^{-1}$ are excluded.
fraction larger than 40% at all levels (except for low-level near-overcast events). The two GFDL SCMs have more high-level cloudy events than low-level cloudy events over the cloudy range from 20% to 100%.

A special feature for the three SCAMs, different from the models with prognostic cloud schemes, is the more frequent occurrences of cloudy events over the range from 10% to 50% at all levels. Besides, among the

Fig. 6. Frequency distributions of cloud fraction in seven SCMs binned by cloud fraction ranging from 0% to 100%. Each bin of cloud fraction is 5%. Events with observed surface precipitation rate larger than 40 mm day$^{-1}$ are excluded.
three SCAMs there are large discrepancies in the frequency distributions. The SCAM4 has much fewer occurrences of extensively cloudy events than the SCAM3 and SCAM5. The SCAM5 has much more frequent near-overcast events especially at high levels than the SCAM3 and SCAM4.

Figure 7 presents the ratio of the nonstratiform-source events to all the events for each total cloud fraction bin in the seven SCMs. It is shown that, in the SCMs with prognostic cloud scheme, especially in the two GFDL SCMs, cloud fractions above the 400-hPa level over the range 10%–80% are mainly produced by the nonstratiform processes (contribution of the events with small time tendency of cloud fraction is about twice as large as that of the events with convective sources), while cloud fractions below 700 hPa are mainly produced by the stratiform processes. In the GISS SCM, the cloudy events related to convection processes are rare, which is consistent with the few convective precipitation events produced in the GISS SCM (Song et al. 2013). Because of its parcel-lifting-based trigger used in the convection scheme, the GISS SCM cannot convect in most events when the observation precipitation occurs (Del Genio and Wolf 2012). Our precipitation study (Song et al. 2013) shows that the mean convective precipitation rates in both the GISS and GFDL AM2 SCMs are very small but for different reasons. In the GISS SCM both the occurrence frequency and intensity of convective precipitation events are very small, whereas in the GFDL AM2 SCM the intensity of convective precipitation events is small but the occurrence frequency of convective precipitation is high and even higher than that in the GFDL AM3 SCM. This is also consistent with the overall higher ratio of nonstratiform events in the GFDL AM2 SCM than in the GFDL AM3 SCM, as can be seen in Fig. 7. For the three SCAMs, their ratios of nonstratiform events suggest that the cloud events below 400-hPa levels over the range 15%–50% have a lot to do with the convective process, while the cloud fractions below the 400-hPa level over the range 50%–100% and above the 300-hPa level over the whole range are mainly produced by the stratiform process.

The diagnostic cloud fraction schemes calculate the convective and stratiform cloud fractions separately, so we can determine the relative roles of these two types of cloud source in producing the total cloud fraction. Figure 8 illustrates the ratio of convective cloud fraction to total cloud fraction averaged over each cloud fraction bin in the GISS SCM and the three SCAMs. The distributions of the ratios are generally similar to those in Fig. 7 for the GISS SCM and SCAMs. This confirms the reliability of using convective precipitation rate and RH < 80% to choose the convective events for these models. In the GISS SCM, the ratio of convective cloud fraction to total cloud fraction averaged over each bin of total cloud amount is very small. The very small convective cloud fraction in the GISS SCM simulation is also reported in Kennedy (2011). In the three SCAMs, over the range from 15% to 50%, clouds below the 400-hPa level have a large contribution from convective sources. Together, the results in Figs. 6–8 suggest that the diagnostic schemes related to the convective processes in the three SCAMs produce too many clouds over this range too frequently. It is also seen in Fig. 8 that, over the range from 60% to 100%, cloud fractions are mainly contributed by stratiform (nonconvective) clouds, which is diagnosed from RH with a threshold RH.

6. Cloud fraction and RH

Many previous studies have shown the strong relationship between cloud fraction and RH in the observations and models (e.g., Slingo 1980; Xu and Randall 1996a,b). For stratiform cloud fraction in models, there are three ways in which RH could possibly influence the calculation of cloud amount: 1) values of threshold RH used in the cloud scheme; 2) dependence of cloud fraction on RH above the threshold (viz., the diagnostic formula); and 3) modeled RH. The frequency distribution of cloudy events is mainly related to ways 1 and 3, whereas the mean cloud amount is mainly related to ways 2 and 3. Note that in this study, RH is defined with respect to liquid and/or ice depending on air temperature. Saturated mixing ratio with respect to liquid (ice) is used when temperature is above 0°C (below −20°C), and a linear combination with respect to liquid and ice is used between 0° and −20°C. Next we dissect these possible influences of RH on the model biases in cloud fraction, revealing a close link to model parameterizations.

a. Diagnosis of the threshold RH

As discussed above, cloud fraction in all the seven models is related to a threshold RH, which is specified in some models but a variable in others. Quaas (2012) proposed an approach to estimate the threshold RH from cloud fraction and RH in both observations and models and demonstrated that the threshold RH value is a powerful diagnostic for evaluating the representation of subgrid variability in cloud fraction parameterizations in GCMs. Low values of the threshold RH indicate large subgrid-scale variability of humidity. It is noteworthy that the threshold RH diagnosed here is a common measure for purpose of comparison, not the exact threshold RH used in the cloud fraction schemes. Briefly, assuming a uniform probability density function (PDF) of total water specific humidity $q_t$ in the grid box and that clouds only occur in the area where $q_t$ is
larger than saturation specific humidity $q_s$, the uniform PDF with a width related to $q_s$ can be formulated in terms of threshold RH $r_c$, and then cloud fraction $f$ can be expressed in terms of the gridbox mean RH $\bar{r}$ and $r_c$ (Sundqvist et al. 1989),

$$f = 1 - \left(\frac{1 - \bar{r}}{1 - r_c}\right)^{1/2},$$

(2)

where $f = 0$ for $\bar{r} \leq r_c$ and $f = 1$ for $\bar{r} \geq 1$. 

Fig. 7. Ratios of nonstratiform-source events to all the events for each total cloud fraction bins (each bin is 5%) in the seven SCMs. Events with observed surface precipitation rate larger than 40 mm day$^{-1}$ are excluded.
Using cloud fraction and RH from the models or observations, the threshold RH can be calculated \( (0 < f < 1) \),

\[
r_c = 1 - \frac{1 - f}{(1 - f)^2}.
\]  

Figure 9a shows the vertical profiles of the 3-yr mean threshold RH in the observations and the seven SCMs. Here the hourly RUC-based RH and hourly ARSCL cloud fraction are used to calculate the hourly threshold RH in the observations. It is seen that, compared with the observations, at levels below 400 hPa all seven SCMs (except the GISS SCM at certain levels) have larger threshold RH, while at levels above 400 hPa the two GFDL SCMs have smaller threshold RH and the ECMWF SCM and the three SCAMs still have larger threshold RH. The larger threshold RH in most SCMs also indicates their smaller subgrid variability of RH than the observations. The diagnosed threshold RH in Fig. 9a does not distinguish clouds of stratiform or nonstratiform. The nonstratiform clouds in the models are presumably produced by the convective schemes. Although the calculation of such clouds does not directly involve RH, practically what constitutes the overall threshold RHs in Fig. 9a can be separated into those associated with stratiform and nonstratiform clouds. The vertical profiles of the diagnosed threshold RH for nonstratiform and stratiform events in the seven SCMs are shown in Fig. 9b. The values of threshold RH in the stratiform events are much larger than those in the nonstratiform events. This again implies that cumulus parameterizations do not use RH directly to form clouds (except to the extent that high PBL RH is needed for CAPE or buoyancy) and that such clouds often occur when the grid box as a whole, at least above the boundary layer, is drier than that needed to form stratiform clouds. It is also shown that the larger threshold RH values in most models (Fig. 9a) are mainly contributed by the threshold RHs of stratiform events, whereas the smaller threshold RH values in the GFDL SCMs at upper levels (Fig. 9a) are because of the higher ratio of nonstratiform events and the associated smaller threshold RH.

b. Dependence of cloud fraction on RH

The vertical profiles of mean cloud fraction binned by RH in the observations and seven SCMs are shown in Fig. 10 (shading). Note the RUC-based RH is used as the observation for the reasons discussed in section 2b. Cloud fraction increases with RH in both the observations and seven SCMs but more sharply at high RH ranges in most SCMs. Also, the model–observation differences in mean

\[
\text{FIG. 8. Averaged ratios of the convective cloud fraction to total cloud fraction for each total cloud fraction bins (each bin is 5%) in the GISS SCM and three SCAMs. Events with observed surface precipitation rate larger than 40 mm day}^{-1} \text{ are excluded.}
\]
cloud fraction binned by RH (contours in Fig. 10) show large differences in the distribution patterns. In both the ECMWF and GISS SCMs, the mean cloud fractions at each RH bin are much smaller than the observations at most levels, which can be partly attributed to the weak dependence of cloud fraction on RH in these two models and generally larger RH threshold for stratiform clouds as shown in Fig. 9. Lack of nonstratiform cloud source at small cloud fractions in the GISS SCM (Fig. 7) also makes it unable to mitigate the negative biases. In the two GFDL SCMs at levels below 300 hPa, the mean cloud fractions are much smaller than the observations at most RH ranges, while at levels above 300 hPa the mean cloud fractions are larger than the observations at all RH ranges, especially at the high RH ranges. In the three SCAMs, at lower levels mean cloud fractions at low RH ranges are slightly larger than observed. The positive cloud biases in GFDL and CAM SCMs at low-to-moderate RH ranges are most likely due to their excessive nonstratiform cloud production, while the negative biases at these low-to-moderate RH ranges may be primarily attributable to the requirement of higher RH threshold for stratiform clouds. Figure 11 shows the frequency distributions of RUC-based RH and modeled RH for each RH bins. It is seen that the distribution of RH favors low RH (10%–40%) at lower-to-middle levels much more than at the upper levels. The ECMWF, two GFDL, and GISS SCMs have similar frequency distributions as that of the RUC-based RH, mainly with differences smaller than 1%. However, the three SCAMs have significantly different frequency distributions of RH from those of the RUC-based RH (contours in Fig. 11) and other SCMs. There is a much higher frequency of large RH and a lower frequency of small RH, especially at levels above 500 hPa, in three SCAMs, indicating the strong overestimation of high-level RH. Combining the model–observation differences in mean cloud fraction and differences in RH distribution, it can be seen that the cause of upper-level cloud fraction in the seven SCMs differs substantially. In the ECMWF and GISS SCMs, the underestimation of upper-level cloud fraction may be primarily due to their weaker relationship between cloud fraction and RH. In the two GFDL SCMs, the overestimations of upper-level cloud fraction are mainly due to larger mean cloud fraction of cloudy events and more events, with RH ranging from 40% to 80% (Fig. S5 in the supplementary material). In the three SCAMs, the overestimation of upper-level cloud fraction is mainly due to the strong overestimation of RH. While the overestimation of lower-level clouds in SCAMs can be attributed to excessive convective cloud production, the underestimation of lower-level cloud fraction in the rest of SCMs may be primarily attributed to the fact that most events in the three years have RH smaller than threshold RH and models have larger threshold RH than the observations (Fig. 9).

It is noteworthy that we have also found that the relationship between cloud fraction and RH varies with
FIG. 10. Vertical profiles of mean cloud fraction in the ARM observations binned by the RUC-based RH and in seven SCMs binned by modeled RH (shading) and cloud fraction differences between the observations and seven SCMs (contours). Each bin of RH is 5%.
seasons in both observations and seven SCMs, with a tighter correlation in cold seasons when stratiform cloudy events dominate (Fig. S4 in the supplementary material). Meanwhile, cloud fraction has a much stronger relationship with RH in most SCMs than in the observations, which may be partially due to the fact that the RUC-based RH are not always well matched to the ARSCL point observations.

Fig. 11. As in Fig. 10, but for frequency of RH in the RUC-based forcing and seven SCMs. Events with observed surface precipitation rate larger than 40 mm day$^{-1}$ are excluded.
7. Summary

This study quantitatively evaluates the overall performances of seven SCMs by comparing simulated cloud fraction with the observations at the ARM SGP site. Striking differences in cloud fraction are found not only between the SCMs and the observations but also among the SCMs themselves, in terms of mean cloud fraction and frequency distribution.

The seasonal and diurnal variation analyses demonstrate that the model–observation differences in cloud fraction are so persistent that the signs of the biases mostly last throughout the year and across the hours of the day, with the exception that the convection-induced lower-level positive biases in the SCAMs stand out during the daytime of the warm season. Compared with the 3-yr mean ARSCL cloud fraction, most of the SCMs overestimate upper-level cloud fraction and underestimate lower-level cloud fraction but still with some differences in details. The ECMWF SCM underestimates cloud fraction at all levels, and the GISS SCM underestimates cloud fraction at levels below 200 hPa. The GFDL SCMs underestimate lower-to-middle-level cloud fraction but overestimate upper-level cloud fraction. The SCAMs overestimate upper-level cloud fraction and produce lower-level cloud fraction (600–800 hPa) similar to the observations. The SCAM3 and SCAM5 both overestimate middle-level cloud fraction while the SCAM4 underestimates. Also, the SCAM5 has more near-surface lower-level clouds than the observations and other SCMs.

The frequency distribution of cloud fraction shows a large discrepancy among the seven SCMs, especially between models with prognostic cloud fraction schemes and those with diagnostic cloud fraction schemes. Partitioning analysis further shows that the contribution of the stratiform process is much larger than that of the nonstratiform process to 3-yr mean cloud fraction at all levels below 200 hPa in all seven SCMs, indicating the importance of the stratiform process in producing cloud fraction in models. Despite a smaller contribution to the total cloud fraction, nonstratiform processes for cloud fraction production at different vertical levels and cloud fraction ranges are quite different among the seven SCMs. This large intermodel difference in nonstratiform processes seems consistent with that in convection parameterization and precipitation as reported in Song et al. (2013). Further analysis reveals different relationships between cloud fraction and RH in the models and observations. The consistent lower-level RH distribution in the SCMs and observations implies that the underestimation of lower-level cloud fraction in most SCMs is mainly due to the larger threshold RH used in the models, while biases in the upper-level cloud fraction for different SCMs exist for quite different reasons. Analysis of threshold RH suggests that there are substantial differences in the representation of subgrid variability among the seven models, and between the models and the observations. This finding reinforces the increasing recognition of the need for improving the representation of subgrid variability in climate models (Tompkins 2002; Wood and Hartmann 2006).

Compared to the precipitation performance reported in Song et al. (2013), the results show that unlike precipitation, the cloud fraction biases of the seven SCMs (stratiform cloud fraction for three SCAMs) are quite consistent during different seasons, daytime or nighttime. This is most likely related to the fact that, at the SGP site, the mean precipitation is dominated by convective precipitation whereas the mean cloud fraction is dominated by stratiform cloud fraction.

A few points are noteworthy. First, the continuous large-scale forcing used in our SCM simulations has some well-known limitations. For example, Kennedy et al. (2011) showed that the continuous forcing data have a moist bias in the boundary layer and at the upper levels, especially above 200 hPa, when compared to the ARMBE soundings (Fig. S1). This moist bias at the boundary layer likely influences the model convection process, especially for SCMs with CAPE-based triggers. Another deficiency is the lack of large-scale hydrometeor advection in the continuous forcing data, which can influence modeled cloud fraction and precipitation through the prognostic cloud fraction scheme and/or prognostic cloud microphysical schemes. To further address possible influences of the forcing data on our SCM performances, simulations with an ensemble of long-term forcings will be carried out when different forcing data become available. Second, analysis of RH threshold in this study reveals some problems with the cloud fraction representation in climate models (e.g., RH representation and subgrid variability). Higher-resolution models such as cloud-resolving model or large-eddy simulations (e.g., Xu and Randall 1996b; Siebesma et al. 2003; Cheng and Xu 2011) can be used for further improving cloud parameterizations in GCMs. Finally, similar biases of cloud fraction identified in the seven SCMs at the SGP site can also be seen in some of their parent global models and many other GCMs (Qian et al. 2012; Fig. S6 in the supplementary material). Current cloud fraction schemes in models cannot well reproduce the observed cloud fraction (e.g., Xu and Randall 1996a; Lauer and Hamilton 2013). A better and more physically based cloud fraction scheme is
needed to ultimately remove the deficiencies in climate models.
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